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Output Prospectus
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Introduction
The 2001 Census was held on 29 April 2001. This
prospectus describes how and when the results will be
released.

The Census is a count of all people and households in the
UK. It provides essential statistical information, enabling
the planning and funding of public services, including
education, health and transport. Results also support
research and business. Information is available from the
national level down to small geographical areas.

This prospectus covers the scope and phasing of the
results. There are links to supplementary information
ranging from the geographical base of the Census to
detailed outlines of tables. It will be updated regularly, and
in time will become a catalogue with links to actual
results.

The prospectus is mainly about England and Wales, where
the Census was conducted by the Office for National
Statistics. There are separate prospectuses to cover
Scotland and Northern Ireland.

Within this document are a number of internal links, and
links to further sources of information on our Website,
requiring a live Internet connection.

Internal links are teal, external links are blue.
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Headlines
The main results of the 2001 Census will be issued
between December 2002 and July 2003

in reports to Parliament

these, and more detailed local results, will be
available free from our Website - National
Statistics On-line

many will be part of the Neighbourhood Statistics

service

every Census topic will be covered in a
consistent and comparable way for local and
health authorities, towns and cities, and a
range of other areas

summary profiles of an area will be available

complete sets of the detailed results, more
suitable for the experienced user, will be
supplied as a priority.

The mid-year population estimates for 2001, which will
be based on 2001 Census data, will be issued earlier.

The main results will be complemented after July 2003
by

commentaries on important findings from the
Census and other sources

services to provide customised Census output.

Value added products will be supplied by licensed
intermediaries.

Click HERE for more information about the 2001
Census.

Consultation
The whole topic content of the Census and the
programme of output has been developed through
rounds of consultation. Proposals have been put to
many hundreds of user organisations, and revised on the
basis of feedback. While the main output specifications
must be signed off early in 2002 for production to
begin, comment from users is welcome at all times.

Using this prospectus
The Prospectus has summaries of planned Census
products with

links to detailed specifications*

links to other information* such as output
geography

a summary of scheduled release dates

There are also descriptions of services available on
request with scheduled start dates and links to further
information*.

The Prospectus will be updated regularly, including
confirmation of release dates, with changes highlighted.
The Prospectus will increasingly become a catalogue
with direct links to results on our Web site.

* Linked documents will become progressively available
on our Website, and will be up-dated whenever
necessary. Printed versions will be available from Census
Customer Services.

Output for Scotland and Northern
Ireland
The Prospectus is largely about the results of the Census
of England and Wales.

The Censuses throughout the UK are closely co-
ordinated, but those in Scotland and Northern Ireland
are carried out by the devolved administrations.
Prospectuses will shortly be available for Scotland and
Northern Ireland, and links will be given here and on
our Website. Many of the Census figures are comparable
throughout the UK, and results for the UK as a whole
will be available from our Website.

Access to results
Access to the main results of the Census is free and use
is unrestricted. This is a major change from previous
censuses, and reflects wider policies on Government
information.

The dissemination of Census results is governed by two
parts of the Census Act 1920. Section 2.3 provides
central funding in effect making the statistical results
free. Section 4 requires Census reports to be made to

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/neighbourhood/home.asp
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census2001/customerservices.asp
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census2001/customerservices.asp
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census2001/census_background.asp
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Parliament and allows further output to be
commissioned provided that additional marginal costs
are recovered.

Most of the important local results of the Census are
supplied on this cost recovery basis. They are simply too
voluminous to put in reports to Parliament.

Up to and including the 1991 Census there were quite
elaborate schemes to recover costs and to restrict supply
to third parties to prevent loss of income. However, it
became clear in consultations around 1999 that such an
approach was incompatible with the thrust towards
modernised government. ONS therefore initiated a
project – Census Access -  with the aim of delivering the
main results of the 2001 Census in unrestricted, user
friendly and largely electronic ways to be free to all at
the point of use. In summary, to help break down
barriers to joined up working with Census information.
Click HERE for more information on Census Access.

Wider policy on information
Further momentum to the direction taken in Census
Access was given by developments in wider policies on
Government information. The National Statistics
dissemination policy put emphasis on important
information being free on the Internet. The ‘Better
Information’ report of the Social Exclusion Policy
Action Team 18 put emphasis on information being
freely available. The Treasury report on a review of the
knowledge economy put emphasis on the use of
Government information in growth of e-commerce in
the UK, and prefaced radical changes in arrangements
for the re-use and publication of the information. In all,
there was a strong policy shift from charging and
constraints to improving access and making use of the
information that the Government already held.

The Access package, available free to all users at the
point of delivery to reflect wider policies, includes:

all standard local statistics;

extended tables with more detail;

a complete geographical framework;

supporting metadata and functionality;

output for areas changed after 2001; and

re-use and publication through free click-use
licences.

It will be delivered as a Web based service through
Neighbourhood Statistics, and in free-standing forms
where large amounts of data are required. The
integration with the ‘rolling’ programme of
Neighbourhood Statistics helps ensure that the service
will continue to develop beyond the main phase of the
release of Census results.

Further sections of this Prospectus pick up the theme of
improved access to results.

Scope and phasing of
output

Results of the 2001 Census will be issued concurrently
so that figures for all local areas and for England and
Wales as a whole become available at the same time. But
the volume of output will mean release of the main
results in a series of tranches over a seven month period
starting in December 2002.

Reports
There will be reports to Parliament for England and
Wales to give results for local authorities, health
authorities, Parliamentary Constituencies, urban and rural
areas, and regions, with an additional bi-lingual report for
Wales. These will present results in a succinct printed
form, also available and supplemented by more detailed
results on CD ROMs included with the printed
volumes, with software for viewing and manipulation.
Electronic versions will also be placed on our Website,
accessible to all without charge.

Local statistics
The remaining results, which will be the bulk of output,
will be in the form of standard local statistics issued
under the arrangements of the Census Access project as
an integrated set of statistics, geography and metadata
free at the point of use.

Delivery options
Delivery under these arrangements will be in two basic
forms. First, from early 2003, tranches of local statistics
will become available in free-standing electronic media
in bulk directly from ONS. The tranches will build to
complete national sets. Some software for viewing and
manipulation will be included. In addition, licensed
intermediaries may package the statistics, without
charge for the statistics but with software as an added
value service. Second, in the second quarter of 2003,
Census local statistics are scheduled to become

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census2001/cen_access.asp
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census2001/s_table.asp
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census2001/cen_access.asp
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accessible to all users through Neighbourhood Statistics
on our Website, with a fuller range of functionality than
with ‘bulk delivery’. This part of the Census Access
project, now integrated with Neighbourhood Statistics,
will be developed during 2002, with prototypes
demonstrated later in the year.

Charges for standard output
There will be no charge for output from our Website.
Material costs of supply on other media, including
printed reports to Parliament, will be recovered through
charges. The additional marginal costs of producing
specially commissioned customised output will be
recovered.

Confidentiality
The 2001 Census will provide a uniquely rich source of
information which is being made widely, freely and
flexibly available. This will include detailed counts,
inter-relationships of variables, and information for a
large number of area types including neighbourhoods.
The protection of the confidentiality of personal census
information to meet assurances given when it was
collected, however, remains paramount, and additional
disclosure protection has been introduced.

Choice
With these arrangements, there will be complementary
channels for access by the end of the release phase.
Organisations will be able to put material delivered in
bulk at an early stage onto intranets. The material will
also be available, generally for selective use, to any user
with access to the Internet. ONS will also provide a well
publicised print on demand service at cost for simple
profiles of single areas or sets of areas.

Census reports
Printed reports on the Census are made to Parliament.
This is to meet Census legislation, and is done before
results are released in any other way. Anyone may buy
the reports. The 2001 Census reports will be succinct
and designed for easy reference. Versions will also be
available without charge in a flexible and downloadable
form on our Website, in most cases with more detailed
supplementary results.

Population 2001
This report will provide the resident population counts
at Census Day (29 April 2001) by gender and age for
England and Wales, regions of England, Wales, and for

each local authority. It will be released simultaneously
with the mid-year (30 June) population estimates for
2001, which will be based on Census figures but will
vary slightly from them to reflect the small difference in
reference dates. Both will have been adjusted to
compensate for undercoverage in the Census.

The Key Statistic series
These three reports - local authorities, health
authorities, urban and rural areas - will have similar
formats.

Printed volumes will give summary results for each main
Census
topic,
mainly in
percentage
terms. The
text will
provide all
information
necessary to
use the
results. The entire printed content, plus more detailed
results, will be provided on CD-ROMs issued with the
reports. Versions will also be provided on our Website.
Software, will be included to view and manipulate the
electronic versions. Users will be able to produce simple
standard profiles of pre-defined or ad hoc areas designed
particularly to help the media comment on Census
results.

Reference maps showing the boundaries of the areas
featured in each report on topographical background
maps will be included in the electronic versions. The
maps will also be available as hard copies on request
from Census Customer Services.

Key Statistics for Local Authorities
In December 2002 a complete picture from the Census
at national to local level will be issued. This will be a
high profile opportunity to take stock of the country.

The printed volume and Website will give Key Statistics
for England and Wales as a whole, England and the
regions, Wales, metropolitan counties, counties, unitary
authorities, districts and National Parks.

The electronic supplement will follow in February 2003
and will in addition include Key Statistics for all wards as
at Census day, and as far as possible for wards changed
between May 2001 and May 2003. It will also include
Key Statistics for larger Civil Parishes in England and
Communities in Wales. Summary figures will be

 Final Version
September 2001

Geographic Levels: Output Area to National

Census2001

Key Statistics 1

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/neighbourhood/home.asp
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census2001/s_table.asp
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census2001/customerservices.asp
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included for parishes and communities with smaller
populations.

Key Statistics for Health Authorities in
England
New health authorities - strategic regional authorities
and Primary Care Trusts - will be introduced in April
2002, and this report will provide the first up-to-date
overview of their populations.

The electronic supplements will in addition include Key
Statistics for wards as at Census day, and as far as
possible for wards changed between May 2001 and May
2003.

Key Statistics for Urban and Rural
Areas
These reports will give results for towns and cities
defined on a land use, or bricks and mortar, basis and
for the rural areas outside them, as distinct from
administrative areas. They have been defined by the
Department of Transport, Local Government and the
Regions and will serve major policy interests as well as a
popular demand.

There will be a printed volume for England and Wales
as a whole with figures for towns, cities and urban
agglomerations with 25,000 or more residents, and for
the urban and rural parts of each county or unitary
authority.

There will be four further printed volumes - The
Midlands, The North, The South East, The South West
with Wales - with figures for all urban areas.

The electronic supplements will provide Key Statistics for
all towns, cities and agglomerations.

Profiles
Profiles will provide selected data from the Key Statistics,
either in reports, or as an option in electronic products,
or as hard copies on request from Census Customer
Services. Data will be presented in a number of
standard ‘templates’ either for sets of areas - like the Key
Statistics reports - or as a picture of a single area, also
containing some comparative measures. Profiles will also
provide a means of issuing a very limited number of
simple statistics about civil parishes in England or
communities in Wales with small populations.

Constituency Profiles
A printed volume will provide a brief statistical
summary of each current Westminster constituency,
including some comparative measures. The electronic
supplements will in addition provide Key Statistics,
Census Area Statistics, and reference maps for each
constituency. A version would be available from our
Website. It is the intention to issue a further report
based on any new constituency boundaries adopted for
a General Election.

Postal Sector Profiles
Postal sectors are used widely for marketing and other
commercial purposes. The report will provide a unique
set of demographic and social benchmarks and valuable
comparative information.

It will have a printed introduction together with a CD-
ROM giving profiles, Key Statistics and Census Area
Statistics for each postal sector - that is PO15 5RR - as
at Census Day, together with reference maps based on
the best fit of Output Area boundaries. A version will be
available from our Website, which would also provide
statistics for postal sectors changed after Census Day.

Reference reports
Each Census provides an archive of material for specialised
and longer term use, and the Reference Reports will
include sets of the most detailed standard area statistics.

England and the regions
A printed volume will provide the full Standard Tables
for England as a whole. The electronic supplements will
in addition provide full Standard Tables for each
Government Office Region and local authority in
England, including National Parks.

Wales
The
bilingual
(Welsh and
English)
printed
volume will
contain the
full Standard
Tables, for
Wales as a whole with additional figures on Welsh
Language and Welsh identity. The electronic
supplements will in addition provide Standard Tables
for each unitary authority and National Park in Wales.

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census2001/customerservices.asp
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census2001/customerservices.asp
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Multi-source topic reports
The main results of the Census will be followed by
commentaries on important findings from the Census
and other sources

providing consistent interpretation where there
is more than one source of figures, such as the
Census, sample surveys or administrative
records

with non-technical, illustrated explanations of
patterns and trends

prepared for release on our Website

backed up by more detailed tables from the
Census and other sources.

Planned themes include

people and places

families

ethnicity, nationality and religion

the labour market

health

migration

the elderly

Wales and the Welsh.

Evaluation reports
Reports on the conduct and performance of the 2001
Census will be issued from January 2002 to July 2003
as

a series of notes being placed on our Website
from January 2002 evaluating successive parts
of the Census operation - click HERE to view
the notes

a printed General Report on the whole conduct
of the Census, also available on our Website

a printed report on the coverage and statistical
quality of the Census, also available on our
Website.

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census2001/reviewevaluation.asp
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Standard area statistics - 'drilling down'
Counts per area

Ward upwards

Output Area upwards

Output Area upwards

Output Area upwards

Postcode upwards

Output Area upwards

level of statistical detail

Origin-destination matrices
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Standard Tables

Census Area Statistics

Key Statistics

Profiles

Headcounts 4

50

500

6,700

25,000

Sets at each level of the hierarchy are sub-sets of those at
the levels above, that is the smaller sets nest into the
larger. The standard sets in order of increasing detail are

Headcounts - number of people (males/females)
and households.

Profiles - sets of between 20 and 50 counts in a
number of standard ‘templates’, designed as
indicators to be presented as percentages in a
limited number of simple tables. Click HERE to
view outline versions (Appendix A).

Key Statistics - around 500 counts covering all
main Census topics, designed as indicators to be
presented as percentages in a limited number of
simple tables. Click HERE to view outline
versions.

Census Area Statistics (CAS) - around 7,000
counts generally presented as cross-tabulations,
but also including the simple ‘univariate’ tables,

covering all main Census topics and relationships
between them. Click HERE to view outline
versions.

Standard Tables - around 25,000 counts
generally presented in cross-tabulations giving
more depth than the CAS, including additional
‘topic’ extension tables for larger populations.
Click HERE to view outline versions (outline
versions of extension tables will be added at a
later date).

Origin/destination - figures on the people with
workplaces in an area and on out-migrants are
included in the Standard Tables and CAS, but
the flows of workers and migrants between areas
are provided in additional matrices. Click HERE
to view outline versions.

Substantial parts of the standard area statistics are
common to all parts of the UK. These are shown in the
outline versions for each set.

Standard area statistics
Census results are available as a hierarchy of standard pre-defined sets of increasing detail designed for release for
progressively larger populations. These provide ready comparability between areas. Users can go straight to simple figures, or
‘drill down’ for more detail through a familiar structure.

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census2001/keystatistics.asp
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census2001/censusareastats.asp
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census2001/standardtheme.asp
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census2001/origindestination.asp
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The 2001 Census Output areas are designed specifically
for statistical purposes. They are based on the results of
the 2001 Census and will be used not only for Census
output but also for Neighbourhood Statistics. The
system for creating Output Areas is fully automated,
and applies systematic and consistent criteria
throughout the country. Its development has become
possible through the availability of increased computing
power for the automatic zoning methods used, and also
through the availability of co-ordinate referenced and
postcoded data.

Output Area production
In simple terms, the system creates Output Areas with
around 125 households. They have regular shapes and
‘natural’ boundaries where possible, with populations
which tend towards homogeneity. They ‘nest’ within
wards and parishes, and normally comprise of whole
unit postcodes.

The system does this by creating a notional, computer
held boundary around every address, with no gaps
between – a process known as ‘tesellation’. The
boundaries which are internal to each postcode unit
(such as PO15 5RR) are removed, leaving a computer
held boundary for each postcode. The system then looks
for postcodes in contiguous clusters within each ward
which optimise the mandatory and desirable criteria for
Output Areas, using a process of very rapid iterative
combinations. A map illustrating the various
components can be viewed HERE (Appendix D), and a
Website prepared by Professor David Martin of the
University of Southampton to provide a detailed
account of the methods used in the Output Area
production system can be accessed by clicking HERE.

Geographical products
The main product of the system is Output Area
boundaries which are the basis for reference or statistical
maps, or may be used in geographical information
systems. The system also produces directories, or look-
up tables, showing the postcodes which form each
Output Area. These may be used to link non-census
data coded to postcodes to the ‘denominators’ provided
by Census statistics.

Output geography
Standard output will be available for a range of areas as
defined on Census day 2001, or in some cases as
changed after the Census but before release and also to
cover further changes. This includes improved output
areas for local results.

Area types
The main types of existing areas which the Census
recognises are: local government; health service;
Parliamentary constituencies; and postal. Urban and
rural areas are also recognised. None have boundaries
which are consistent with one another and all are
subject to change, which gives a complex map of
overlapping geographies. Click HERE for a summary
diagram showing the relationships between area types
(Appendix B), and HERE for a summary of products by
area type (Appendix C).

Geographical referencing
Census data are aggregated within different boundaries
essentially by assembling small geographical ‘building
bricks’ to which the data are coded. The most adaptable
and unchanging ‘building brick’ is a National Grid co-
ordinate reference. Reference to a grid square of one
metre gives a building, and the households and people
in it, a unique geographical location. Data with such
references can be ‘captured’ and aggregated for any area
with a boundary represented by a line of co-ordinates –
termed a digital boundary.

Every record on the output database of the 2001 Census
has a co-ordinate reference to a one metre resolution, as
well as a postcode and more conventional area codes.
This implements the ONS geographical referencing
strategy. This allows the data to be aggregated to any
area – current, new or old, or ad hoc. It is also being
used to create improved small areas for the presentation
of statistics – the Output Areas.

Output areas
Small area statistics from the 1961 to 1991 Censuses
were aggregated and presented for areas drawn up for
the conduct of the Census in the field – Enumeration
Districts (EDs) – each of which was the workload for an
enumerator. The size and character of each ED was
determined for operational purposes, and it was also
convenient to use the ED codes in processing, but
variability made them less than ideal for statistical
purposes.

http://www.geog.soton.ac.uk/research/oa2001/
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The products will be available both in free-standing
form and integrated with statistics on our Website or in
other electronic forms. Among the free-standing
products will be:

the Output Area boundaries in vector form for
re-use in geographic information systems;

look-up tables of Output Areas by postcodes;
and

reference maps with Census boundaries overlaid
on Ordnance Survey topographical maps,
available in hard copy or electronic forms.

Where the geographical base is delivered in integrated
packages it will be used:

as an entry route to the data (point at a map,
ask for the results around a postcode or
location, or choose from a list of named areas);

to display reference maps at various scales;

as the basis for pre-defined statistical maps for
standard geographies;

as the basis for simple ad hoc mapping by the
user (the packages will allow export of data for
more specialised mapping by the user); and

as a means of highlighting particular areas to
view statistical data.

Such facilities are being developed as part of the
Neighbourhood Statistics system for Web based delivery
of Census and other information in 2003.

Conditions of use
The main Census geography products are included in
the scope of Census Access, and, with the exception of
the recovery of material costs, will be free at the point of
use. An agreement within a Government wide Service
Level Agreement is being concluded with Ordnance
Survey in respect of use of OS material in the Output
Area production process and for the use of the
topographical base of reference maps. This is expected to
cover boundaries in raster (view only) and vector (re-
usable) forms for all uses except commercial re-selling.
Conditions for the use of the geographical material will
be confirmed as soon as possible, and will be included in
end user licences.

Media
Printed reports
It is intended that the reports will be published by The
Stationery Office and would be available from
Stationery Office and other bookshops, directly from
ONS, and by on-line ordering.

CD-ROMs will be included with reports to provide
electronic versions of the material in the report together
with supplementary material - for more details see
section on Reports - with software to view, manipulate
and download the material.

Reports will have cover charges to recover production
and distribution costs.

Electronic Media
ONS on-line

Versions of the reports and supplements will be available
without charge on the Census pages of our Website,
wherever possible providing the complete content.

Standard area statistics, including those issued in reports
down to Output Area level, will be available without
charge on the Neighbourhood Statistics pages of our
Website. The service will be primarily for the selective
use of the material, and not all the more detailed
standard area statistics may be directly available.

Our information management systems and Website will
be undergoing major developments and change during
2002 to be able to disseminate Neighbourhood Statistics
and the results of the Census. The statistics, reference
maps and metadata will form an integrated dataset.
Facilities will be provided to view, manipulate and
download the material on the Website, with easy
navigation. Functionality will be further enhanced for
Neighbourhood Statistics.

CD-ROM / DVD

The CD-ROMs issued with reports, and possibly DVDs
will also be available directly from ONS with a charge to
cover material costs and handling.

High capacity media

Copies of complete sets of the standard area statistics,
origin/destination matrices, and boundaries, that is a
whole tranche released at any one time, will be available
on high capacity media with charges to cover material
and handling costs.

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census2001/cen_access.asp
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census2001/s_table.asp
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/neighbourhood/home.asp
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There will also be a service to produce customised
output which cannot be met from using standard
Output Classifications. Charges would cover any
necessary development work, and estimates would be
provided in advance of production.

Disclosure protection
The protection of the confidentiality of personal Census
information is paramount, and the National Statistician
has decided to introduce an additional measure of
disclosure protection to prevent the inadvertent
disclosure of information about identifiable individuals.
He has based his decision on a thorough review of the
measures necessary to maintain confidentiality.

Counts in all tables issued for England and Wales will
be rounded either to zero or to numbers divisible by
three. This will protect against any actual or perceived
risk of disclosure through counts of one. Each count will
be rounded independently of any other. Rounding will
be in addition to the swapping of records in the output
database, and in addition to the broad limitations on
details in tables to be produced for small populations.
There will also continue to be minimum thresholds of
numbers of person and households for the release of sets
of output. These will be 40 households and 100 persons
for Census Area Statistics, and 400 households and 1,000
people for Standard Tables.

Flexibility
The disclosure protection measures will allow ONS to
offer greater flexibility. Full sets of results will be issued
for new wards and health authority areas introduced at
any time after Census day, as well as for the wards
existing at Census day. They will also be issued for
Parliamentary Constituencies, National Parks and postal
sectors as at Census day which may overlap other areas.
Such output will relate to exact areas where, for
example, it is important to provide precise figures for
overlapping or changed administrative areas.

Further information
The full scope for flexibility in output, including the
possibility of an interactive service for customised
output, will be covered in up-dates. A link to a note
with further information on the background and
implementation of the disclosure protection measures
will be available from our Website shortly.

Distributors
ONS will work with licensed distributors who will take
the material delivered in bulk and re-package it, with
software if required, for end users. ONS will not make
any charge for the Census material disseminated in this
way, but the distributors may charge for added value.

Print on demand
ONS will supply hard copies of Profiles on demand. A
package would consist of a folder providing standard
background information about the Census with some
national and regional figures for comparison, the
Profiles requested, and specially customised reference
maps of the area(s) covered. Bi-lingual versions would
be available for Wales. There would be a charge to cover
production and handling charges.

Users will also be able to view and download standard
Profiles and reference maps from our Website or from
the CD-ROMs.

Schedule for release
Click HERE to view the scheduled release dates in
Appendix E.

The volume of material to be released makes it necessary
to divide the Standard Tables and the equivalent parts of
the CAS into three tranches for production and release.
Users were consulted about priorities in September and
October 2001, and details of the content of the three
tranches will be available with the final specification.

Commissioning output
Census Customer Services will offer speedy and cost
effective production of further output on request.
Charges will be made to recover production, material
and handling costs.

Requirements for output which can be met using
standard Output Classifications and standard
geographies will be able to be submitted and supplied
by e-mail and charges will be modest. This service will
be available from May 2003. Further information will
be issued as an up-date to this prospectus about services
to meet requirements for output for ad hoc geographies.

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census2001/customerservices.asp
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census2001/outputclassifications.asp
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Copyright and licenses
All Census output is Crown copyright. The use of
material from Reports will be subject to the
acknowledgement of copyright and source, and licences
may be required.

End user licences
The supply of all Census material in electronic form will
be subject to end user licences which grant unrestricted
use of the material but with conditions which require

the acknowledgement of Crown copyright and
source

that the user shall not attempt to derive
information about identifiable individuals nor
purport to have done so

that the user shall obtain a licence to cover re-
use and publication.

Re-use and publication
Any re-use and publication of the standard area statistics
must be covered by a free ‘click-use’ licence obtained
from HMSO as Controller of Crown copyright. The
definition of ‘re-use and publication’ is comprehensive
and includes use on an intranet and any form of
publication to a third party. An organisation may be
covered by a single licence which applies for a period of
five years. Re-use and publication of other material
must be covered by specially tailored licences.

Licensed Intermediaries
Organisations may use the 2001 Census output to
create value added products and supply these to third
parties under either a click-use licence or a distribution
licence which additionally allows sub licensing of re-use
and publication, both for non-commercial and
commercial purposes.

There are also a number of organisations which
currently supply value added products based on the
1991 Census, particularly for applications in marketing
and other commercial activity. For more information
about the current Census value added re-sellers - known
as ‘Census Agencies’ - or about the arrangements for
2001, contact Census Customer Services.

A link to a guide on licences will be available from our
Website shortly.

Contact points and more
information

Census Customer Services
ONS
Segensworth Road
Titchfield
Fareham
Hants PO15 5RR

Telephone: ++44 (0) 1329 813800
Fax: ++44 (0) 1329 813587
Minicom: ++44 (0) 1329 813669
E-mail: census.customerservices@ons.gov.uk

It is not always feasible to supply information via e-
mail due to the substantial amounts of material
sometimes involved, and a postal address together
with a telephone or fax number should always be
provided.

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/census2001/customerservices.asp
mailto:census.customerservices@ons.gov.uk
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Profiles will be simple statistical summaries of around
20 to 50  figures drawn from the Key Statistics. They
will be presented either in the format of the Key
Statistics, with rows of figures for a series of areas, or
within a template with the figures for a single area.
Somewhat different topics will feature for the profiles
for different types of area, but an illustrative example
can be viewed below, and a complete set of the
specifications will appear here later.

Profiles will feature in the reports on Parliamentary
constituencies and postal sectors. They will also provide
the sole set of results for Civil Parishes in England and
Communities in Wales with populations of between 20
households and 50 people and 39 households and 99
people which will be included in the supplement to the
report on Key Statistics for local authorities. Profiles will
also be a basis of the print on demand service.

Summary Profile for Areaname
Resident Population
The usually resident population of Areaname, as measured by the Census, was x in 2001. This was a change of x% compared
to the 1991 Census figure, compared to an average change of y% for England and Wales as a whole (for brevity, the average
for England and Wales will be shown in italic in brackets in the rest of this Profile).

Population Density
As Areaname covers x hectares, the population density is y people per hectare (x people per hectare).

Age
The percentage of the resident population aged between 0 and 16 is x%(y%) with x% (y%) being of pensionable age. The
average age of people in Areaname is x years (y years).

Economic Activity
x% (y%) of people aged 16-74 are employed, with x% (y%) being unemployed.

Health
x% (y%) of people in Areaname describe their health as being ‘not good’.

Ethnicity
The percentage of people from non-white ethnic groups is x% (y%).

Migration
x% (y%) of people in Areaname lived at a different address one year before Census Day.

Qualifications
x% (y%) of people aged 16-74 describe themselves as having no qualifications.

Welsh Language
x people in Areaname speak Welsh – x% of the resident population (compared to a percentage of y% across Wales). The
percentage of people having one or more skills in Welsh (that is, reading, writing, speaking or understanding the spoken
language) is x%, compared to a Welsh average of y%.

Appendix A  2001 Census Profiles
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Appendix A  2001 Census Profiles - continued
Households
x% (y%) of households in Areaname live in owner-occupied abodes (whether owned outright or bought with a mortgage).

Daytime Population
The daytime population of an area is defined as those people working in an area and those people resident in the area who
do not work. The daytime population of Areaname is x.

Area Profile Areaname
Key Statistics Statistics on the Resident Population

Areaname Average Areaname Average
Resident population Sex

1991 Males
2001 Females

% change
Age

Daytime Population 0-16
16-pensionable age

Area (hectares) pensionable age-74
Residents/hectare 75 and over

Average age (median)
Number of Households
Number of CEs Health
% of resident population living in CEs General health not good

Limiting long-term illness
Statistics on Households Providing unpaid care

Areaname Average
Household composition Economic Activity
One person households Economically Active
Couple households Employed
Lone parent households Unemployed

Economically Inactive
Amenities Retired
Without central heating Student
Without sole use of bath/shower and toilet
Without a car or van Ethnicity

White
Tenure Mixed
Owner-occupied Asian or Asian British
Rented from Council (local authority) Black or Black British
Other Chinese or Other

Household Size Education and qualifications
Average number of people in household Full-time student aged 18 or over
Average number of rooms People with no qualifications
Average number of people/room
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* Output Areas may build on a best fit basis to some
areas.

** Wards may sometimes be split between Primary
Care Trusts.

*** Civil Parishes or Communities falling below the
threshold populations for the release of Census Area
Statistics will be amalgamated with a contiguous
area to form an Output Area.

Summary diagram of area types

Appendix B  Output geography
Output will be provided for several distinct types of area, including those which change after Census day.

Postcode 
Sectors

England

Health 
Authorities

Urban 
Areas

Rural 
Areas

Civil 
Parishes 

***

Strategic 
Health 

Co-ordinate referenced database

 England and Wales

Communities 
***

Output Areas *

Government Office 
Regions

Wales

Parliamentary 
Constituencies

Unitary 
Authorities

Districts

Unitary 
Authorities Counties Primary Care 

Trusts **

Parliamentary 
Constituencies

Wards

Postcodes

Wards
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Appendix C  Summary showing output by area type.

Key
Product Media
ST: Standard Tables Printed reports and all electronic media

CAS: Census Area Statistics All electronic media

KS: Key Statistics Print-on-demand and all electronic media

Pr: Profiles

HC: Headcounts

O/D: Origin/Destination Matrices

* Re-issued for areas changed after Census day

** Release is subject to confidentiality thresholds, and amalgamation of sub-threshold areas

Geographies ST CAS KS Pr HC O/D

Government Office Regions*

Local authorities*

Wards* ** ** ** ** **

Civil Parishes/Communities* ** ** **

Output Areas

National Parks*

Strategic Health Authorities*

Primary Care Trusts*

Parliamentary Constituencies*

Urban and Rural Areas

Sectors ** ** **

Units

Output

Local Government

Health (England)

Postal
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Appendix D  Output Areas
The map shows the building bricks of output geography.

The basic unit is a co-ordinate reference for each
address, taken mainly from the Ordnance Survey
Address PointTM product, but augmented from
information returned in the Census. No information
whatsoever is released on or about individual addresses.

A bounded zone is created automatically around the
address in each unit postcode. Some cross boundaries of
areas for which Census statistics are presented, and
information on the split is held in the system. Unit
postcode boundaries are not released, but headcounts
of males, females and households are available for each
unit postcode.

This map is reproduced from Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty’s

Stationery Office © Crown copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings

(ONS.GD272183.2001).

Postcodes are grouped into Output Areas meeting
mandatory criteria of population size and contiguity
and optimising criteria of shape and homogeneity.
Output Areas nest within one set of ward boundaries -
either as at Census day or where possible as changed
between May 2001 and May 2003.

Click HERE to access the Website prepared by
Professor David Martin of the University of
Southampton, providing a detailed account of the
methods used in the Output Area system.

Key:
address point, used to build postcode zones

postcode boundary

OA boundary (which overlies the red postcode boundaries in places, since postcodes nest within OAs)

ward boundary (which overlies the black boundaries in places, since OAs nest within wards)

represents a postcode split between two wards. The diagram shows this as allocated to two OAs,
one on either side of the ward boundary.

*

http://www.geog.soton.ac.uk/research/oa2001/
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Appendix E  Schedule for release

Reports and profiles Standard area statistics

Dec-02 Key Statistics for Local Authorities - part 1

Jan-03

Feb-03 Key Statistics for Local Authorities - part 2 Key Statistics for all geographies *
All boundaries in vector form *

Headcounts *

Mar-03 Key Statistics for Health Authorities Key Statistics avilable through 
Neighbourhood Statistics

Apr-03 Tranche 1 of Standard Tables and 
Census Area Statistics - all geographies *

May-03 Tranches 2 and 3 of Standard Tables 
and Census Area Statistics *

Jun-03 Constituency Profiles Standard Area Statistics now available
Reference Report - England through Neighbourhood Statistics
Reference Report - Wales

Jul-03
Postal Sector Profiles

Aug-03

Sep-03 Origin-Destination matrices released
in high capacity media

Key *  available in high capacity media only

Key Statistics for Urban and Rural Areas
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